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I recently posed this question to parents of children already receiving speech-

language services:  What do you wish you had learned sooner?  A few themes 

quickly emerged: 

1. The most common response was: I wish I had known sooner.  I wish I had 
sought out a speech-language evaluation and therapy sooner.   Well-

meaning friends dismiss concerns with comments like “kids develop at 

their own pace”, or “when s/he is ready, it will come”.  Many doctors also 

often advise a “wait and see” approach when it comes to speech and 

language development.  The trouble with this approach is that precious 

time is wasted.  The earlier intervention is started the better the 

outcomes.  The only professional fully qualified to determine if a speech-

language based delay or disorder is present is a speech-language 

pathologist.  There is no harm in checking now.  And it can make all the 

difference in your child’s future. 
 

2. A second common theme was about parent education: I wish I had better 
understood up front the difference between speech, language, and 
communication.  I wish I had known of other resources.  As providers, I 

think we try to not overwhelm parents.  Or we think someone else will 

provide information.  Or we get so caught up in figuring out what is going 

on with the child and how to best work with the child, that we forget the 

parents are our clients, too.  We need to educate and empower parents.  

There is no “one-size-fits-all” approach and not all providers are a good 

match for every child/family. 
 

3. A third theme was about augmentative-alternative communication (AAC): 

I wish I had known to pursue AAC sooner.  I wish we had gotten a system 
for functional communication in place sooner.  A lot more education is 

needed to dispel myths that turning to AAC is: “giving up”, or a “crutch” 

that will make the child lazy, or only a last resort.  Nothing could be 

further from the truth.  Our number one priority should be to give every 

child a means to communicate now – in whatever way possible.  Because 

most other development hinges on language and communication skills. 

Early Intervention: What parents want us to know 

 

There is so much 

in life to hear 
 

Prevention of noise-

induced hearing loss is 

of growing importance 

with skyrocketing use of 

personal audio 

technology among kids. 

Many children have 

access to smart phones, 

tablets, and other 

devices—and use these 

with headphones or ear 

buds at high volumes 

(and for long periods of 

time).  1 in 5 kids ages 

12–19 is suffering from 

hearing loss.  
 

It is important to teach 

safe listening habits to 

children.  These include 

listening at half volume 

and taking listening 

breaks.  It is also key to 

model this behavior — 

practice what you 

preach.  You can find 

helpful resources from 

the Listen To Your Buds 

campaign (an initiative of 

ASHA), at 

www.facebook.com/liste

ntoyourbuds 
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Speech and language skills do not come naturally to every child.  Some children 

need a different approach and specialized intervention.  Earlier intervention 

can make a difference!  A speech-language pathologist can assess to determine 

if a child’s “problem” is a normal stage of development or a speech or language 

disorder.  Don’t wait.  If you have concerns, trust your “gut”.  Help is 

available!  Seeking the professional opinion of a speech-language pathologist 

can put your mind at ease, or put you on the path to finding the help your child 

needs. 
 

For more information, visit:  identifythesigns.org  

       www.asha.org  

       vlindertherapies.com  
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